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Here, we present an optical fiber-based electron gun designed for the ultrafast streaking of low-

energy electron bunches. The temporal profile of the few tens of the picosecond long electron

bunch composed of 200 electrons is well characterized using a customized streak camera. Detailed

analysis reveals that the stretched optical trigger pulse owing to the dispersion effects inside the

waveguide dominantly determines the temporal length of the low density electron bunch. This

result illustrates the capability to control the observable time-window in the streak diffraction

experiment by tailoring geometrical parameters of the fiber source and its coupling condition. With

the electrostatic Einzel lens system integrated on the fiber-based cathode, we also demonstrate spa-

tial focusing of the electron beam with the RMS spot size of 98 lm and imaging of the static low-

energy electron diffraction pattern of monolayer graphene in the electron kinetic energy range of

1.0–2.0 keV. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5039737

The ultrafast electron diffraction (UED) technique is a

powerful tool that enables the investigation of dynamical

structure-function relationships of molecular species on the

relevant time scale of their atomic motions.1,2 The clear dem-

onstration of this technique was achieved through the develop-

ment of high energy, high brightness electron guns that can

deliver electron pulses containing on the order of 104–105

electrons per bunch while maintaining on-target pulse dura-

tions in the low 100 fs regime, thus allowing direct observa-

tion of a large class of ultrafast structural dynamical

phenomena.3–9 These bunch parameters have been achieved

by compact direct DC guns on the one hand and RF compres-

sor approaches on the other hand, such that current table-top

UED setups routinely operate with a femtosecond temporal

resolution of <200 fs at an electron energy of 100 keV.9–13

While high energy UED probes are best suited to probing

bulk material dynamics of samples on the order of 100 nm

thickness, low-energy electrons on the order of 1 keV or less

are more suited to study atomic motions involved in surface-

activated systems14–17 such as photocatalysis.18 Given the

importance of surface mediated catalysis, from water splitting

to CH bond activation, there is ample justification for pursuing

time resolved low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) techni-

ques; unfortunately, achieving the femtosecond bunch length is

significantly more difficult as temporal dispersive effects due

to the initial energy spread and space charge are exacerbated at

low beam energies.15,19 Motivated by the design of high-

energy UED setups, several attempts with low-energy electrons

have tried to shorten the source-to-sample distance down to the

sub-millimeter range by using miniaturized electron guns com-

posed of a nanometer sized electron source.14,15,17,20 Although

this approach is interesting and has achieved few picosecond

temporal resolution in transmission14 and reflection17 geome-

tries, the achievement of sub-picosecond pulse durations

remained elusive due to limitations in the attainable extraction

electric field. In addition, construction of such a miniature gun

is not trivial, possibly hindering its more widespread prolifera-

tion. An alternative strategy for the realization of sub-

picosecond resolution in the time-resolved LEED experiment

is to use the ultrafast streaking technique.21–23 In contrast to the

conventional stroboscopic pump-probe scheme using hundreds

of short electron bunches to sample each time point of the

delay in recording the entire dynamics, the ultrafast streaking

technique exploits, ideally, a single long (typically few picosec-

onds) electron probe in which time-varying structure informa-

tion is encoded after photo-excitation of the sample being

probed by electron diffraction. The long electron bunch acts as

an observable time-window of the dynamics from which differ-

ent temporal components are separated in space under a tran-

sient electric field generated inside the streak camera.24 The

resultant streaked diffraction patterns are imaged on the detec-

tor screen, and in this case, the temporal resolution is deter-

mined by the angular streak velocity of the streak camera.

Previous work has demonstrated a temporal resolution of 400

fs with an electronically triggered RF-cavity based streak cam-

era and MeV electrons21 and 550 fs with a phototriggered

streak camera and 30 keV electrons.22 These results provide the

impetus for the development of ultrafast streak cameras for

time-resolved LEED experiments.

In this letter, we present an optical fiber-based ultrafast

low-energy electron gun that has several advantages over

nanotip-based or conventional planar optical window-based

electron guns in ultrafast streaking. As demonstrated by our

previous work,25 the fiber-based electron source is prepared

by coating of the electron emitting layer directly to the fiber

end and back-illuminated by the photoinjection beam. This

work takes explicit advantage of the functionality of tailoring

geometrical parameters of the fiber and its coupling to the

photoinjection beam. In this manner, this simple fiber based

source can generate electron bunches with tunable pulse

duration that defines the observable time-window of the

dynamics in ultrafast streaking. In addition, the fiber-baseda)Electronic mail: dwayne.miller@mpsd.mpg.de
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source allows one to easily control the well-defined electron

beam size and profile without beam shaping typically needed

for UED setups. Lastly, the optical fiber-based cathode

design provides a self-alignment between the cathode and

the photoinjection beam, opening the possibility to construct

a portable time-resolved LEED system.

Solarization-resistant multimode optical fiber with a

mode field diameter of 100 lm was chosen to prepare the

fiber-based electron source since this large core fiber allowed

for relatively efficient coupling of the free space laser pulse

to the fiber compared to the single mode variant. The fiber

was connected to the photoinjection beam with a standard

fiber plug on one end and a metallic fiber ferrule on the

other, whereupon both sides were polished. The metallic fer-

rule end was coated with a 30 nm thick gold layer by using

the electron beam evaporation method, thereby forming a

back-illuminated photocathode [see Figs. 1(a)–1(c)]. The

other end of the fiber was connected to a commercial fiber

vacuum feedthrough in the experimental chamber. The gold-

coated fiber ferrule was then mounted to a holder [Fig. 1(d)]

in which an electrostatic Einzel lens system was integrated

for the purpose of electron beam focusing [Figs. 1(e) and

1(f)]. As shown in Fig. 1(g), this lens system was composed

of an extractor, a lens, and a ground plate, which are assem-

bled in a stacked manner together with three isolation plates.

Based on the actual geometry of each lens element and elec-

tron source properties characterized by our previous study,25

the electron beam trajectory was simulated using a particle

tracking solver (CST, computer simulation technology, parti-

cle studio26) [Fig. 1(h)].

The assembled electron gun was loaded into the UHV

chamber with a base pressure of 3� 10�8 mbar. The trigger-

ing laser pulses (257 nm, �180 fs, 10 kHz) were coupled to

the fiber vacuum feedthrough via a connector to an intermedi-

ate fiber of identical type, thereby allowing the measurement

of the in-coupled average laser power with known coupling

losses at the fiber feedthrough prior to carrying out the experi-

ments. The total length of the first (in-vacuum) and the second

(in-air) fiber used in the present study was approximately 1 m.

Before using the prepared fiber, we carried out a fiber condi-

tioning process until we see no significant power change as a

function of the exposure time to the photoinjection UV pulse

due to the fiber solarization (i.e., photodegradation) effect that

can reduce the transmission of the input power. After the con-

ditioning step is completed, we measured the output power

reduced to approximately 10% of the input power on the total

length of the fiber including the fiber feedthrough at a wave-

length of 257 nm. Before imaging experiments, we measured

the electron beam current as a function of input laser power

and confirmed a linear relation, indicating single-photon pho-

toemission as an electron emission mechanism of this fiber-

based source. During imaging experiments, an input power of

20 lW, corresponding to 200 electrons per bunch, was main-

tained. Beam spots were imaged with a chevron type micro-

channel plate (MCP)-phosphor screen assembly and captured

by a lens-coupled scientific grade CCD camera. The distance

between the source and the screen was approximately 40 mm.

We first tested the focusing ability of the Einzel lens

system by varying the lens voltage Vlens, at a fixed cathode

voltage Vcathode ¼ �1.6 kV. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the beam

size is gradually reduced with the increase in Vlens from

�0.8 kV to �1.22 kV, expanding again in the �1.22 kV to

�1.3 kV range, indicating over-focusing of the beam. In the

case of the maximum focusing condition (Vlens of

�1.22 kV), the rms beam spot size recorded at the screen

was more than a factor of two smaller than is the case for

Vlens ¼ �0.8 kV [Fig. 2(b)]. For the maximum focusing con-

dition, we analyzed the electron beam profile by using a

knife-edge method conducted at a distance of approximately

5 mm from the gun. The rms beam spot size measured at this

position was 98 6 5.6 lm. As shown in Fig. 2(c), the spatial

profile is an asymmetric bell shape, while that of the beam

spot recorded on the screen [i.e., 1.2 kV image in Fig. 2(a)]

is well fitted by a Gaussian distribution (Fig. S5) which indi-

cates the minimal spherical aberration of the Einzel lens sys-

tem. We ascribe this profile inconsistency to a minor

measurement error on the knife-edge scanning.

Next, we carried out static electron diffraction experi-

ments using a freestanding monolayer of graphene. We

recorded diffraction images by changing the kinetic energy

of the electron beam Ekin from 1.0 to 2.0 keV with a fixed

Vlens/Vcathode ratio of the maximum focusing condition

obtained from the lens experiments. The sample was placed

at the same distance from the source, where the beam size is

measured. As displayed in Fig. 3(a), diffraction spots up to

2nd order are clearly visible for the entire range of Ekin.

Moreover, with an increase in Ekin, the diffraction spots

FIG. 1. View of the optical fiber-based electron gun. (a) Gold coated fiber fer-

rule, (b) optical microscopy image of the magnified view of the selected

region in (a), (c) fiber ferrule connecterized with the fiber, (d) ferrule holder

before the assembly of Einzel lens plates, (e) Einzel lens plates, and (f)

the entire gun assembly. (g) Cross-sectional view of the simulation model of

the lens system in a particle tracking solver. The solid cyan color indicates the

equipotential line in the maximum focusing case. (h) Simulated electron beam

trajectory at a Vlens of �1.2 kV with the fixed Vcathode of �1.6 kV. The range

of electron kinetic energies is scaled by the false color. The Einzel lens aper-

ture and electron source size are set to 1 mm and 0.1 mm, respectively.
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become sharper and brighter. This observation can be

explained by the relationship between the beam spot size, rx,

and Ekin, rx � 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ekin

p
. We measured the size of the first

order diffraction spots, rdiff , for the respective images, show-

ing an inversely proportional fit to the root mean square of

Ekin [Fig. 3(b)], consistent with this known relation.

From the diffraction images, the transverse coherence

length of the electron beam, rc, can be estimated from the

relation15,27

rc ¼ a� R

rdiff
; (1)

where a and R represent the lattice constant of the diffraction

sample and the beam center-to-first order diffraction spot

distance, respectively. In the case for diffraction images

recorded at an electron energy of 1.6 keV, we calculated rc

to be 5.22 6 1.22 nm. With rc and the measured value of rx

using the knife-edge technique, we were able to obtain the

normalized transverse beam emittance, en;x, of 20 6 4.7 p nm

from the following relation:25

en;x ¼
�h

mc
� rx

rc
; (2)

where m and c indicate the electron mass and speed of light.

The inferred value is comparable with the reported one (16 p
nm) from our previous emittance measurement of this fiber-

based source,25 reflecting that space-charge induced emit-

tance degradation caused by beam focusing is negligible for

experimental conditions relevant for diffraction.

FIG. 2. Characterization of the electro-

static Einzel lens system. (a) Electron

beam spot experimentally recorded at

Vlens values of �0.8 kV, �1.0 kV,

�1.1 kV, �1.2 kV, and �1.3 kV with

the fixed Vcathode of �1.6 kV. The scale

bar indicates 1 mm. The maximum

intensity set in arbitrary units is 2000,

5000, 10000, 20000, and 20000 for

–0.8 kV, –1.0 kV, –1.1 kV, –1.2 kV,

and –1.3 kV images. (b) Summary of

the RMS beam spot size and the maxi-

mum pixel intensity as a function of

Vlens. (c) Intensity profile of the maxi-

mum focused electron beam. The cam-

era integration time is 1 s.

FIG. 3. (a) Static electron diffraction

pattern of the freestanding graphene,

recorded at the maximum focusing

condition with different kinetic ener-

gies for the incoming electron beam.

The maximum intensity set in arbitrary

unit is 700, 800, 1300, and 1300 for

1.0 keV, 1.2 keV, 1.6 keV, and 2.0 keV

images, respectively. The black and

red scale bars indicate 1/Å and 5 mm,

respectively. (b) RMS diffraction spot

size of the 1st order Bragg peaks as a

function of electron kinetic energy. (c)

Calculated Bragg diffraction angle as a

function of electron kinetic energy.

The camera integration time is 100 s.
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We then characterized the temporal length of the elec-

tron bunch by using a home-built laser-triggered streak cam-

era previously demonstrated in Ref. 24. The detailed

synchronization scheme of the streak camera triggering pulse

with respect to the electron bunch entrance timing is

explained in the supplementary material. The streak camera

is composed of a GaAs photoswitch and two streak plates

aligned parallel to each other in which a transient electric

field is generated in the orthogonal direction with respect to

the electron beam propagation direction upon hitting the

photoswitch with an optical trigger (180 fs FWHM, 515 nm)

as illustrated in Fig. 4(a). The resultant angular deflection of

the electron bunch gives rise to a streaked electron beam

image at the screen [Fig. 4(c)], and by comparing it with the

unstreaked one [Fig. 4(b)], the temporal profile of the elec-

tron bunch is extracted [Fig. 4(d)]. By placing the center of

the two streak plates at the position where the diffraction

sample would be placed, we ensure a minimal deviation of

the bunch length between the characterized one and the

actual one used in the diffraction experiment. The measured

FWHM bunch length is 14 6 2 ps in the maximum focusing

condition with the fixed Vcathode of �1.6 kV. The measure-

ment error was calculated by estimating the impulse

response of our streak camera, which was evaluated to be 4.6

ps FWHM using the deconvolution method presented in Ref.

24. This determination gives the temporal resolution, assum-

ing negligible other effects such as jitter. The Gaussian sub-

traction of the impulse response from the measured bunch

length (

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð14:0 psÞ2 � ð4:6 psÞ2

q
Þ yields the minimal bunch

length, equal to 13.2 ps FWHM. Therefore, we conclude that

the measured bunch length is correct within 61 ps and cer-

tainly the stated 62 ps accuracy, giving additional reliability

of our data analysis method and extracted values.

When the laser trigger pulse for the electron emission

travels through a waveguide, the temporal pulse width

stretches owing to dispersion effects. Given the geometrical

parameters and the coupling condition, the FWHM temporal

width of the stretched pulse along the travel length of 1 m

inside the fiber is estimated as 13.69 ps (see the supplemen-

tary material for the detailed description). We note that this

estimated triggering pulse width is close to the measured

electron bunch length, leading us to conclude that space-

charge or initial electron kinetic energy spread induced

bunch broadening is negligible for the electron bunch gener-

ated in the fiber-based cathode upon its propagation.

In order to verify our scenario, we simulated the tempo-

ral electron bunch length using the ASTRA28 code capable

of tracking space charge fields by varying the pulse width of

the stretched photoinjection pulse at the end of the fiber and

the number of electrons per bunch. The detailed simulation

method and parameters are described in the supplementary

material. As shown in Fig. 4(e), no perceptible temporal

broadening is calculated for the bunch composed of 200

electrons, indicating that the space charge effect is negligible

for the temporal property of the non-dense electron bunch

triggered by the stretched pulse in the range of FWHM pulse

widths from 2.4 ps to 14.1 ps. In contrast, for bunches with

more than 104 electrons, the bunch length starts to broaden

upon propagation even in the case of maximally stretched

FIG. 4. Temporal characteristics of the electron bunch. For the experiment and simulation, the electron energy was set to 1.6 keV. (a) Schematic illustration of

the streak camera operation. The maximum streak velocity of the streak camera is found by changing the relative time delay of the streak camera triggering

pulse with respect to the fixed arrival time of the photoinjection pulse. (b) Unstreaked and (c) streaked electron beam images. The scale bar indicates 10 pixels.

The maximum intensity is 10 000 and 2000 for unstreaked and streaked images, respectively. The intensity profile of these two images is binned horizontally

and deconvolved with each other using a Tikhonov regularization parameter of 2.4 to generate the temporal profile of the electron bunch shown in (d). In Fig.

4(d), black and red curves indicate data extracted from ASTRA simulation and streak camera measurement, respectively. (e) Calculated FWHM length of the

bunch as a function of the trigger pulse width (with 200 electrons). (f) The number of electrons per bunch (with a trigger pulse of 14.1 ps). (g) Calculated

FWHM length of the bunch measured at the diffraction sample position (5 mm far from the electron gun). The camera integration time is 1 s.
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pulses in the simulation [Fig. 4(f)]. As summarized in Fig.

4(g), this bunch broadening tendency is significant as the

number of electrons per bunch becomes larger and when the

pulse width of the trigger is shorter. These results are

expected. The calculations are important to determine the

acceptable parameter space and to compare to experimental

characterization of the beam to ensure that stray field and

space charge effects do not deteriorate the beam quality for

diffraction. In this respect, this simulation result well sup-

ports our experimental data that the trigger pulse width is the

most critical factor in determining the time window of the

observable dynamics in the ultrafast streak diffraction exper-

iment in the case in which the number of electrons is suffi-

ciently small. The calculations allow one to properly

optimize the electron number and density for various appli-

cations of interest. In general, the number of electrons per

pulse for a given beam, focusing conditions, and sample lim-

itations needs to be maximized within the required spatial

resolution to improve the signal to noise ratio for a particular

application. This approach allows one to optimize the elec-

tron pulse profile by controlling the input pulse and stretch

factors to maximize the diffraction image quality and associ-

ated space-time resolution to recording atomic motions.

In summary, we have demonstrated an optical fiber-

driven low-energy electron gun developed for the purpose of

ultrafast low-energy streak diffraction that can overcome the

temporal resolution limits of current time-resolved LEED and

the resulting difficulties in the design of the setup. By using

the implemented electrostatic Einzel lens system on the fiber-

based photocathode, the electron beams are focused to the

detector, and with the well-focused beam, static electron dif-

fraction images were obtained in a wide range of electron

energies. Temporal characteristics of the generated electron

bunch and simulation results indicate that the temporal length

of the sparse electron bunch triggered by few picosecond laser

pulses stretched inside the fiber is minimally affected by space

charge effects. Finally, we expect that compared to the elec-

tron bunches triggered by the pre-stretched picosecond pulses

as in the present work, electron bunches generated by femto-

second pulses and subsequently broadened to a picosecond

range by the space charge effect are more challenging in

delivering a large number of electrons per bunch into the sam-

ple without beam brightness degradation.

Lastly, considering a possible higher streak velocity gen-

erated from an improved streak camera design, we expect that

the ultimate temporal resolution of our optical fiber-driven

gun combined with the ultrafast streaking technique can reach

the subpicosecond regime in time-resolved LEED experi-

ments. Also, as demonstrated in the static electron diffraction

from graphene, the spatial resolving power of the low-energy

electron bunch is 1.23 Å. Therefore, this simple fiber optic

approach, explicitly exploiting dispersion, can be used to tai-

lor the electron bunch to fully optimize image quality in com-

bination with streaking to maintain high space-time resolution

for the study of structural dynamics at surfaces, including irre-

versible surface reaction dynamics.

See supplementary material for the estimation of the

temporal broadening of the triggering pulse, the description

of the ASTRA code simulation, and the synchronization

scheme of the streak camera triggering pulse with respect to

the electron bunch entrance timing.
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